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GRS IN THE MEDIA 

 

Against the politics of killing slowly: contesting Danish deportation camps 

GRS’ MA-student has co-written an article for OpenMigration.org alongside Julia Suárez-Krabbe

and Annika Lindberg titled “Against the politics of killing slowly: contesting Danish deportation

camps” on the hunger strikers at Kærshovedgård departure center in Ikast. The article discusses

the limbo state of the rejected asylum-seekers, who for one reason or the other cannot be

deported. The low standard of the centers, their peripheral location, and the withdrawal of

economic support are supposed to make residents leave Denmark “voluntarily” 

6 March 2018 

Read the article here 

 

The EU is dreaming of a new Gaddafi in Libya 

GRS’ Martin Lemberg-Pedersen has co-written an article for Politiken alongside Ahlam Chemlali

from the Danish Institute Against Torture – Dignity on how the overthrow of Gaddafi with Western

support led Libya into anarchy and how the Western countries are now spending billions on

financing the Libyan coastguard, which kills, exploits and sells migrants. Following Lemberg-

Pedersen and Chemlali, then it is not possible to understand the situation in Libya without

looking at European actors’ attempt to remote control the country’s migration control for the past

30 years. 

26 February 2018 

Read the article here 

http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/6-march-2018.cid351744
http://
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/26-february-2018.cid350992


 

Thousands of people to be forcibly deported each year 

Martin Lemberg-Pedersen’s article for Politiken is investigating the premise for the Social

Democrats’ proposal for a complete asylum-stop in Denmark. The smuggling industry is

continuingly being framed as ‘the villain’ but according to Martin-Lemberg Pedersen then the

smuggling industry is a direct consequence of the systematic closing down of legal migration

routes to Europe for the last 30 years.  The idea of moving the asylum processing down to police

states is not only unlikely to work – countries neighbouring conflicts in the Global South is

already hosting 90% of the refugees in the region and asking them to handle the last 10% is far

away from the humanitarian ideas it is framed as being.  

 26 February 2018 

Read the article here 

  

 

Meaningless numbers in S-proposal 

According to the Social Democrats, it should no longer be possible to apply for asylum neither at

the Danish borders nor in the asylum centers. The argument is following the logic of Paul Collier

and Alexander Betts’ calculations stating that: “Every time we spend $135 on an asylum seeker

in Europe, we only spend $1 on a refugee in the developing countries” 

DR’s Detektor has investigated the claim and interviewed Martin Lemberg-Pedersen on the

matter, who states that when you look behind the numbers it is obvious that the comparison is

problematic and that the calculations are meaningless. 

15 February 2018 

Read the article here 

  

Norway is looking for inspiration in Danish immigration policies  

The Norwegian worker’s party (Arbeiderpartiet) is looking at their Scandinavian neighbors for

inspiration on how to renew its immigration policies. Dagsavisen interviewed GRS’ Martin

Lemberg-Pedersen on the Danish Social Democrats’ migration management. Commenting on

the Social Democrats’ change in immigration policies since they lost the election in 2015

Lemberg-Pedersen states: ”They decided to turn their policies away from international solutions

working with the UN and the EU and instead rather focusing on a main strategy that is closely

aligned with the Danish People’s Party (Dansk Folkeparti). They have taken extremely large steps

since 2015”. 

5 February 2018 

 Read the article here 

  

http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/26-february-2018.cid350967
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/15-february-2018.cid350559
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/5-february-2018.cid349252


 

The migrant's take on the economy of migrant labor 

MA-student Jose Arce wrote an article for CAMP – Center for Art on Migration Politics – on ”The

migrant’s take on the economy of migrant labor”. Arce discusses the migrant workers as a

product of the Global North’s colonial legacy stating that: ”Indeed, there is not only a colonial

past, but also a colonial present”. 

5 February 2018 

Read the article here 

  

Social Democrats' immigrant proposal is detached from reality 

According to the Social Democrats, it should no longer be possible to apply for asylum neither at

the Danish borders nor in the asylum centers. The party has proposed to send all spontaneous

asylum seekers to a Danish-driven reception center in a third country, for example, in North

Africa. Here they will have to stay while their asylum claims are being processed. Neither

refugees who receive asylum in the new system will have access to Denmark, but will instead be

sent to one of the UN-run refugee camps. According to GRS' Lemberg-Pedersen, the proposal is

“completely detached from the reality in North Africa”. 

5 February 2018 

Read the article here 

  

NEWS AND EVENTS FROM GRS 

 

  

DOCS & TALKS at Cinemateket 

Walls seems to be the preferred political solution to counter migration. But what are the

implications of this new, global bordered reality? Cinemateket screened the movie 'Walls',

followed by a debate with migration researchers Martin Lemberg(AAU GRS), Gabriella Sanchez

(EUI, Italy), and Ninna Nyberg Sørensen (DIIS) 

1 March 2018 

Read about the event here 

   

Homelessness at Thursday Talks 

GRS co-hosted an event by the old post office in Sydhavnen, where different speakers were

invited to address questions such as:  

What does the future of the homelessness look like given the recent trends of regulating and

http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/5-february-2018.cid349251
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/5-february-2018.cid348530
http://www.aok.dk/film/docs-talks-migration-walls
ditte




policing public space? And what can be done to secure diversity in the cities?  

The event was held in collaboration with SydhavnsCompagniet, GivRum, By, Bolig og Bosætning

& Social Work at AAU. 

1 March 2018 

Read more about the event here 

  

New, Danish ‘do-tank’ 

GRS’ Martin Lemberg-Pedersen is part of a newly started, important initiative which focuses on

migration, equality and violence: the ‘do-tank’ MOVE. Read the description of their project here: 

"We are professionals, activists and practitioners with knowledge about violence and migration.

We have wide-ranging experiences with migrant women in Denmark. We acknowledge that

abused migrant women in Denmark - without exception - face a number of structural barriers:

Obscure legislation, the authorities' lack of advice on the women’s rights which is a failure in

complying with the Istanbul Convention. All of this contributes to a vulnerability used by the

perpetrators to maintain the women in violent relationships. 

Our wish is that every woman should be able to leave a violent relationship without being met

with structural barriers. Let's promise each other that we will work to dissolve structures and

legislation that enslaves the women. 

Responsibility and action now! 
Read an article from the ‘do-tank’ MOVE here: 

  

Upcoming event: Thursday Talks on ghettos 

Talks and debate with practitioners - more info soon! 

When: 04 April 2018 from 17.00-19.00 

Where? Borgbjergvej 24, 2450 Copenhagen SV 

Keep an eye on our facebook for updates on the event 

  

Want to know more?

Follow GRS on Facebook or visit our website here

 

 

Find us on Facebook Visit our website

Global Refugee Studies l Department of Culture and Global Studies l A.C. Meyers Vænge 15, 2450 Copenhagen 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/events/1583762298358770/
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs/media3/grs+in+the+media+-+press+clipping+item/13.-march-2018.cid352481
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRefugeeStudies/
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRefugeeStudies/
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalRefugeeStudies/
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs
http://www.en.cgs.aau.dk/research/research-groups/grs



